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Life can throw you slings and arrows at the most unexpected times. Sometimes it feels as though
you can’t get out from under these setbacks, and that giving up, getting angry, or hanging on to
"victim status" is the easiest thing to do.
Sure, we know this isn’t the best way to handle our problems, but sometimes it feels like all we
can do.

When this happens—when life gets in the way of your plans; when people and situations are
seemingly standing in your way; When your own good efforts seem to be thwarted at every turn-
then, I prescribe the DUCK method.

D: Detach from the situation
U: Unlimited Possibilities
C: Courageous Commitment
K: Kindness towards yourself and others

Detach
When we are in the thick of the things and can’t find our way out, the first thing we must do is
detach. Detach from the results. Detach from their behavior. Detach from what you want to do,
based on your emotions, or feelings of "rightness" or defensive nature. Detach from the situation.
Walk away. Vent to a trusted support person or wise counsel. Do not, I repeat, do not act.
A friend sees only half a situation and accuses you of something. Detach. Wait and let the first
wave of defensive reaction go by. Let the feelings of misunderstanding and your desire to be
understood move through you. Detach. Allow yourself the breathing space to reevaluate the
situation free of your old models of "how dare they," or "fix it now." Detach.
With detachment, peace of mind will have room to surface. Acceptance of the situation-you
don’t have to like it-will arise, which precipitates a willingness to move to the second step of
DUCK.

Unlimited Possibilities
This encompasses the awareness that there is more than just one answer to any challenge. You
may think you know why someone said or did something, but do you know for sure? I doubt it.
We can be off base, even with our own partners, because of new variables that have been
introduced that we know nothing about.
Be prepared for unlimited explanations why something happened, or was said. When you are
willing to seek unlimited solutions your mind becomes open, and you are able to see things from
a fresh perspective. From this new place you can evaluate any current situation by moving to
step three of being a DUCK.

Courageous Commitment
Many times we get off track because we forget what we are committed to. When someone does
something that negatively affects us, we can temporarily drop our long range and personal



commitments in order to rise to our own defense. It is that very rising that causes us to fall off
own path and get caught, momentarily, on someone else’s.
The more we detach, and realize there are unlimited possibilities, the better we can more through
a difficult situation with courage; utilizing our commitments as the starting point for our internal
discussion of how to choose the next appropriate behavior.

Remember that the only person left to face at the end of the day is you. Without clear
commitments, you can easily be blown off course, rendering you powerless. Instead, let’s decide
a course of action based upon what you value and the type of person you would be proud to be.
If your commitment is integrity, then walk your talk: do not react. If you’re working to develop
more compassion, then listen, validate, and choose a response that empowers. If you want to
expand your ability to love, then be willing to understand that the only reason anyone does
anything less than loving, is because they are afraid. This will set you free to practice loving
actions regardless of another’s behavior. When you understand this, courage to stay true to your
commitments will be easier to attain. I didn’t say easy, I said easier.

When you detach from a situation, you are able to expand your ability to see unlimited
possibilities, which will lead you to filter your words, actions, and thoughts through your
commitments, courageously leading you to the last step of DUCK.

Kindness
Kindness is always the first and last ingredient to refilling your well of self-esteem. It allows us
to human, giving us the opportunity to face ourselves without the guilt and judgment we seem to
put upon ourselves on a daily bases.

Kindness puts compassion first, as apposed to placing the emphasis on being "right." Kindness
towards yourself is necessary, in order to keep you on the path towards joy and peace of mind.
Without kindness, the pressure of the "more" perpetuates the fear within, causing you to stray
from your own path with each "better" idea or "better" advice.

Being kind gives you the space to breathe, while integrating the necessary changes you would
like to make; this allows you time to process these new ways of being. It is necessary for you to
begin loving yourself through any situation, rather than just through the ones of which you –or
others-approve. Through this process, self-approval is installed, giving you the internal
permission you need to follow your own voice. Kindness allows you to trust your inner self, the
one who clearly knows their way home.

In any situation where the road seems uphill begin to use DUCK. These four simple steps will
put the power back into your hands. It takes away any sense of victimization, and puts self-
empowerment into your words, thoughts and actions.

DUCK can be used any time, anywhere. It can be utilized with you mate, friends, family or in
your work environment. The next time you want to scream, become a DUCK. When you want to
punish yourself or another, be a DUCK. When you are a DUCK, you are better able to handle the
challenges life throws your way which puts you in the driver’s seat of your life. Be a DUCK and
thrive.


